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U1&$,3!0$.3.0&,3"%&"0%! !!! ! ! ! !
!!C-,!F),.3%G! W‘;OO! O;KP! IP;_P! O;JX! WO;O_! O;‘‘! P;PP!
!!x,.3%!1/!%0$112"*-! _;‘_! I;OH! _;KO! I;KP! _;O‘! I;_K! P;IO!
!!T"&,3.&,!F),%g*1G! P;‘K! P;IH! P;‘‘! P;IW! P;KP! P;IP! P;WW!
!!L*("-,*1’%! P;HP! P;IP! P;HI! P;IX! P;P‘! P;W‘! P;PH!
!!Z"*-2,! P;PJ! P;WI! P;PK! P;WK! P;PI! P;H‘! P;PP!
!!U.33",(!13!01$.8"&"*-! P;‘I! P;IO! P;OP! P;XJ! P;KH! P;WK! P;PP!
!!Z,7.3.&,(?!("+130,(?!4"(14! P;HH! P;IH! P;WH! P;XP! P;PJ! P;WI! P;PP!
V1’%,$12(!$,.(%$"7! !!! ! ! ! !
!!U.2,!$,.(!73,%,*&! P;‘I! P;I‘! P;OP! P;XJ! P;KH! P;WK! P;PP!
V1’%,$12(!%&3’0&’3,! !!! ! ! ! !
!!b’02,.3! P;IW! P;XO! P;IO! P;X‘! P;WK! P;XJ! P;PH!
!!:1671’*(?!3,2.&"+,%! P;IO! P;X‘! P;IX! P;X‘! P;IK! P;XK! P;HH!
!!:1671’*(?!*1*3,2.&"+,%! P;WX! P;XI! P;WI! P;XW! P;W_! P;XI! P;I_!
!!:1671’*(?!6"B,(! P;IO! P;X‘! P;IX! P;X‘! P;IK! P;XK! P;HH!
V1’%,$12(!%&3’0&’3,!.*(!.2&,3*.&,!
0.3,&.5,3%!
!!! ! ! ! !
!!V1’%,$12(!%"=,! _;HJ! W;HI! _;IX! W;WJ! _;PJ! W;PX! P;PW!
!!b’68,3!73,%0$112,3%! H;JP! P;OX! H;_H! P;JK! H;JJ! P;OO! P;PP!
!!C-,!)1’*-,%&!0$"2(!F)3%G! W;PX! H;‘P! W;XI! H;‘X! H;‘H! H;OX! P;PP!
!!b’68,3!1/!/,6.2,%!u!O!),.3%! H;‘‘! H;W‘! W;HI! H;XI! H;OW! H;H_! P;PP!
!!b’68,3!1/!6.2,%!u!O!),.3%! H;JW! H;PJ! H;J_! H;HO! H;JH! P;KK! P;_P!
!!b’68,3!1/!%"%&,3%!u!H_!),.3%! W;WX! W;KI! W;WW! H;JO! W;WJ! I;XO! P;‘H!
!!A16.*>%!61&$,3!.2"+,! P;‘W! P;IK! P;‘P! P;XP! P;‘W! P;I‘! P;WO!
!!A16.*>%!61&$,3!3,%"(,%!4"&$!$,3! P;WI! P;XW! P;W‘! P;X_! P;WH! P;XH! P;PI!
!!V,3!61&$,3!3,%"(,%!"*!0.7"&.2!0"&)! P;WK! P;X_! P;WO! P;XX! P;IP! P;XJ! P;HX!
\6721)6,*&!%&.&’%g0$"2(0.3,! ! ( !! ! ! !
!!A135,(!/13!7.)!"*!2.%&!61*&$! P;IO! P;X‘! H;PP! P;PP! P;PP! P;PP! P;PP!
!!x,.3%!71&,*&".2!,B7,3",*0,! HI;HW! ‘;‘W! HX;P‘! K;IO! HW;X_! ‘;IJ! P;PP!
!!<,0,"+,(!/136.2!&3."*"*-! P;IH! P;XJ! P;I_! P;X‘! P;WK! P;X_! P;PH!
!!:$"2(!"*!3"#$%(5"*+,-.$%-"! P;PH! P;HP! P;PI! P;HO! P;PP! P;PP! P;PP!
C%%,&!71%"&"1*! ((( !! ! !
!!e.2’,!N,3!0.7"&.! K?PK‘;I HX?‘HI;_! ‘?H_O;K! HP?_OO;W! K?J_H;‘! HJ?OKJ;J! P;PO!
!!e.2’,!$1’%,$12(!&1&.2! XH?O_O;J JP?_OJ;K! IK?HJX;H X‘?OHI;O! XI?W‘X;H JJ?__‘;_! P;WI!
!!e.2’,!$1’%,$12(!731(’0&"+,!&)7,! X?X_‘;W K?K‘K;K! I?O‘‘;‘! ‘?PJW;H! X?‘_W;W! HP?K_W;O! P;PJ!
!!e.2’,!$1’%,$12(!*1*731(’0&"+,!
&)7,! IO?WKK;X _J?P‘I;H! I_?IO_;W X_?K_P;K! I‘?XIH;K JH?WJ_;K! P;II!

































! FyG! ! ! FHKKK!n’,&=.2%G! FHKKK!n’,&=.2%G!
Z.2.3",(!4135g73"+.&,!,*&,373"%,! _P;JP! H_P;PP! H‘;O_! OJ_;‘I! XH;WO!
Z.2.3",(!4135g-1+,3*6,*&! I;HK! HJX;HJ! WP;_W! H?HPH;KX! _O;IO!
Y."2)!4.-,g7",0,R3.&,! O;KO! HWW;HJ! H_;WO! XXW;JW! IH;OW!
Z,2/R,6721),(! IO;‘_! HJI;J‘! WP;XJ! XOK;‘J! IP;IO!
^*7."(!4135! P;WP! HJP;PP! WP;PP! P;PP! P;PP!


























! JgK% J)RRR%h5=8f:>4K% J)RRR%h5=8f:>4K% J)RRR%h5=8f:>4K%
#.5"*-!0.3,!1/!0$"2(3,*! W;_K! WI;H_! XIP;OO! HK;WO!
b1*.-3"0’2&’3.2!2.813! P;WP! HW;PP! X‘P;PP! XP;PP!
Y16,%&"0!4135! WI;_H! H‘;__! X‘X;XI! IW;JK!
L&"*,3.*&!+,*(13! WJ;XK! H‘;OP! _HK;O‘! IO;_K!
C3&"%.*! J;KO! HK;HH! _XK;_O! WK;PH!
M.0&13)g%6.22!8’%"*,%%!4135,3! WW;HH! WP;PK! OI‘;WW! IO;_K!
N12"0,g%12(",3?!,&0;! J;IO! H‘;X‘! J‘J;JJ! _H;WO!
:2,3"0.2!4135! ‘;IO! WP;PW! H?IJO;K‘! _K;‘H!
#,.0$,3! H;KK! H‘;_P! _XH;IP! WK;_‘!















































.! I! WW! XW! WK! WH! O! W!
b’68,3!1/!("//,3,*&!0.3,!
&)7,%!’%,(!8)!61&$,3%!
4$1!’%,!&$"%!&)7,! H;IJ! H;KO! H;IH! H;XX! H;_P! H;_X! H;‘W!
N3"0,!7,3!$1’3!1/!0.3,
8! P;WI! P;‘_! P;PP! P;IJ! P;OP! H;PW! P;PP!
V1’3%!1/!0.3,!7,3!0$"2(!
7,3!(.)






































F<’,2! ,&! .2;! WPPWG?! "&! 6"-$&! %,,6! %’373"%"*-! &$.&! 613,! 7.3,*&%! (1! *1&! ’%,! &$,! !"#$%&’( )"*+,-.$%-"’!
731-3.6;!!#$,!214!3.&,%!1/!’&"2"=.&"1*?!$14,+,3?!%&,6!/316!%’772)!01*%&3."*&%Q!.&!&$,!&"6,!1/!&$,!%’3+,)!"*!
HKKK?!&$,!V:!731-3.6!4.%!%&"22!"*!.!7"21&!7$.%,!.*(!4.%!/10’%"*-!1*!"6731+"*-!&$,!n’.2"&)!1/!0.3,!"*!&$,!







Table 5  Joint determinants of use of formal day care and (a) labor-force participation and 












! "’=aa9?9=38 f% "’=aa9?9=38 f% "’=aa9?9=38% f%
A16.*k%!7,3%1*.2!0$.3.0&,3"%&"0%! ! ! ! ! ! !
!!A16.*k%!,(’0.&"1*.2!.&&."*6,*&!! P;PJ! P(D)% P;PW! H;_X! RP;I_! RP;II!
!!A16.*k%!.-,!"*!),.3%!! P;PK! B(I)% P;WP! *(CI% ‘;J_! D(I*%
!!A16.*k%!.-,!%n’.3,(! P;PP! eB()*% P;PP! eP(*P% RP;HH! eD(PC%
!!x,.3%!2"+,(!"*!0.7"&.2!0"&)! P;PH! H;IX! P;PP! RP;KO! RP;_H! RH;I‘!
!!A16.*!"%!L*("-,*1’%! RP;PW! RP;HP! P;XH! D()R% W_;‘I! B(PI%
V1’%,$12(!0$.3.0&,3"%&"0%! ! ! ! ! ! !
!!T1-!$1’%,$12(!%"=,! RP;IP! RP;JW! RP;IJ! RP;‘I! RHO;‘X! RP;_K!
!!b’68,3!1/!U.2,%!.-,!PpW!)3%!"*!$1’%,$12(! P;PI! P;WI! RP;HH! RP;‘‘! RHP;XO! RH;W‘!
!!b’68,3!1/!M,6.2,%!.-,!PpW!)3%!"*!$1’%,$12(! RP;PO! RP;XK! RP;IP! eB(BD% RHX;OJ! RH;OJ!
!!b’68,3!1/!U.2,%!.-,!IpJ!)3%!"*!$1’%,$12(! P;OH! *(IB% RP;PX! RP;IK! RO;_X! RP;‘J!
!!b’68,3!1/!M,6.2,%!.-,!IpJ!)3%!"*!$1’%,$12(!! P;OI! *(RD% P;PX! P;IX! RH;KO! RP;WW!
!!b’68,3!1/!U.2,%!.-,!OpHX!)3%!"*!$1’%,$12(!! P;P_! P;XW! P;PO! P;OP! W;KJ! P;XP!
!!b’68,3!1/!M,6.2,%!.-,!OpHX!)3%!"*!$1’%,$12(!! RP;PO! RP;JX! P;HO! H;OI! J;OP! P;K_!
!!b’68,3!1/!U.2,%!.-,!H_pH‘!"*!$1’%,$12(! RP;PH! RP;PX! P;HO! H;W‘! I;_W! P;IJ!
!!b’68,3!1/!M,6.2,%!.-,!H_pH‘!"*!$1’%,$12(! RP;HJ! RH;HW! P;WJ! B()C% HX;PW! H;_H!
!!b’68,3!1/!U.2,%!.-,!HKpWK!)3%!"*!$1’%,$12(! RP;P_! RP;IJ! RP;WK! eB(DD% RWW;‘P! eB(Q*%
!!b’68,3!1/!M,6.2,%!.-,!HKpWK!)3%!"*!$1’%,$12(! RP;P‘! RP;OK! P;HJ! H;OK! I;WH! P;XK!
!!b’68,3!1/!U.2,%!.-,!IPpXX!)3%!"*!$1’%,$12(! P;PJ! P;IK! RP;WW! RH;_W! RIP;XW! eD(CL%
!!b’68,3!1/!U.2,%!.-,!X_pJX!)3%!"*!$1’%,$12(!! RP;HJ! RP;‘‘! RP;WK! RH;JJ! RWW;XX! RH;O‘!
!!b’68,3!1/!M,6.2,%!.-,!X_pJX!)3%!"*!$1’%,$12(!! RP;PW! RP;HW! P;_K! D(II% IJ;WO! D(CI%
!!b’68,3!1/!U.2,%!.-,!J_!)3%!.*(!12(,3!"*!$1’%,$12(! P;PW! P;P‘! P;P_! P;WP! RO;J‘! RP;I‘!
!!b’68,3!1/!M,6.2,%!.-,!J_!)3%!.*(!12(,3!"*!$1’%,$12(! P;P‘! P;WK! P;WP! P;OO! WX;OH! H;WW!
!!e.2’,!1/!731(’0&"+,!.%%,&%!! P;PP! RP;_X! P;PP! eB(L)% P;PP! RH;JP!
)"**+,-.=(0$.3.0&,3"%&"0%( !! !! !!
!!:166;!6,(".*!73"0,!7,3!$1’3!/136.2!0.3,!! H;HH! H;OP! ! ! ! !
!!:166;!6,(".*!73"0,!7,3!$1’3!"*/136.2!! P;KW! H;OJ! P;IH! P;__! IW;XI! P;O_!
!!:166;!6,(".*!&"6,!0.3,!&1!4135!/13!/136.2!0.3,! P;PH! P;_P! P;PP! P;WP! RP;HK! RP;HO!
!!:166;!6,(".*!&"6,!0.3,!&1!4135!/13!"*/136.2!0.3,!! P;PP! P;IO! P;PP! RP;IW! P;WO! P;IX!
!!:166;!6,(".*!&"6,!$16,!&1!0.3,!/13!/136.2!0.3,!! RP;PX! eB(PQ% P;PW! H;HI! H;WJ! P;IX!
!!b’68,3!1/!/136.2!73,%0$112%!"*!0166’*"&)! RP;PH! RP;WH! ! ! ! !
!!:166;!6,(".*!/,6.2,!,.3*"*-!7,3!$1’3!! ! ! RP;PO! RP;IW! RX;IX! RP;W_!
!!:166;!N31713&"1*!1/!4135"*-!61&$,3%! ! ! X;PO! H;‘J! XPK;IW! H;‘H!
M.6"2)!8.05-31’*(!+.3".82,%! ! ! ! ! ! !
!!b1*3,2.&"+,!0.3,!’%,(!8)!416.*>%!61&$,3! P;H_! P;_‘! ! ! ! !
!!e.2’,!1/!416.*>%!73,R’*"1*!.%%,&%! ! ! P;PP! B(P)% P;PP! RP;PJ!
!!A16.*!4.%!1*2)!/,6.2,!"*!$,3!$1’%,$12(!.%!.!&,,*.-,3! ! ! RP;PX! RP;IK! RH;X_! RP;HK!
!!S*2)!61&$,3!2"+,(!.&!$16,!4$,*!&,,*.-,3! ! ! P;HO! P;K_! HI;_‘! P;K_!
!!A16.*!4.%!,2(,%&!0$"2(!.&!$16,!4$,*!&,,*.-,3! ! ! P;PJ! P;JJ! W;_J! P;I_!
!!U1&$,3!1/!416.*!4135,(!/13!7.)!4$,*!%$,!4.%!.!0$"2(! ! ! P;HH! H;XI! J;IP! P;KK!
!!N3,("0&,(!’%,!1/!/136.2!(.)!0.3,! ! ! ! ! W;OK! P;HH!
:1*%&.*&! RI;OW! eP(C*% RX;KX! eD(IB% RH‘K;XI! RH;__!
b’68,3!1/(18%,3+.&"1*%( ! ! ! H?WOH! ! H?WOX!
T1-!2"5,2"$11(! ! ! ! RH?W_W;OO! ! R‘?WOJ;WPKW!
A.2(!F0$"R%n’.3,G! ! ! ! IXH;HH! ! KW;PH!
7R+.2’,! ! ! ! P;PPP! ! P;PPP!
A.2(!&,%&!1/!3$1!a!P! ! ! ! K;OOOKH! !
7R+.2’,! ! ! ! P;PPH‘! !
T<!&,%&!1/!3$1!a!P! ! ! ! ! P;I‘!


























































Table 6  Determinants of wages, hours worked, and earnings (OLS with robust standard 
errors) 
! G:H=%7=;%A’5;% T’5;4%‘’;_=2% 0:;393H4%
! "’=aa9?9=38 8% "’=aa9?9=38 8% "’=aa9?9=38 8%
A16.*>%!7,3%1*.2!0$.3.0&,3"%&"0%! !! !! !!
!!A16.*>%!,(’0.&"1*.2!.&&."*6,*&! P;X_! B())% RI;HP! RH;HH! H‘;‘P! H;JI!
!!A16.*>%!.-,!"*!),.3%!! P;WO! P;IW! RHW;IO! RH;HI! XH;WI! P;K_!
!!A16.*>%!.-,!%n’.3,(! P;PP! RP;WX! P;HO! H;HP! RP;_‘! RH;PP
!!A16.*!"%!"*("-,*1’%! RP;XO! RP;WK! RW;PK! RP;P‘! I‘;‘H! P;XX!
V1’%,$12(!0$.3.0&,3"%&"0%! !! !! !!
!!T1-!$1’%,$12(!%"=,! RI;WX! RP;JK! JI;‘‘! H;PI! HH_;JO! P;_P!
!!b’68,3!1/!6.2,%!.-,!PpW!),.3%!"*!$1’%,$12(! P;HH! P;HH! RJ;IH! RP;XP! RIP;XP! RP;XO
!!b’68,3!1/!/,6.2,%!.-,!PpW!),.3%!"*!$1’%,$12(! H;J‘! H;PH! P;HX! P;PH! RKP;XW! RH;P_
!!b’68,3!1/!6.2,%!.-,!IpJ!),.3%!"*!$1’%,$12(! I;_I! B())% RHJ;‘H! RP;OH! RWK;P‘! RP;IK
!!b’68,3!1/!/,6.2,%!.-,!IpJ!),.3%!"*!$1’%,$12(!! X;OJ! )(RR% RW_;KK! RP;KO! RX‘;JK! RP;_O
!!b’68,3!1/!6.2,%!.-,!OpHX!),.3%!"*!$1’%,$12(!! P;JX! P;JJ! RK;I_! RP;_K! RIO;O‘! RP;OW
!!b’68,3!1/!/,6.2,%!.-,!OpHX!),.3%!"*!$1’%,$12(!! P;PK! P;PO! RHK;IH! RH;HX! RI;OH! RP;PJ
!!b’68,3!1/!6.2,%!.-,!H_pH‘!),.3%!"*!$1’%,$12(! W;HI! H;PK! RHH;OI! RP;_W! RIW;HW! RP;XK
!!b’68,3!1/!/,6.2,%!.-,!H_pH‘!),.3%!"*!$1’%,$12(! H;HK! P;OJ! RH‘;O_! RP;‘W! W;XW! P;PI!
!!b’68,3!1/!6.2,%!.-,!HKpWK!),.3%!"*!$1’%,$12(! RP;P_! RP;PI! RJ;JK! RP;I_! RKJ;‘_! RH;WI
!!b’68,3!1/!/,6.2,%!.-,!HKpWK!),.3%!"*!$1’%,$12(! RH;P‘! RP;‘J! RHW;‘X! RP;‘X! R_O;PO! RP;K‘
!!b’68,3!1/!6.2,%!.-,!IPpXX!),.3%!"*!$1’%,$12(! P;OJ! P;JO! RW‘;OW! RH;_H! RH‘I;‘_! eB(B)
!!b’68,3!1/!6.2,%!.-,!X_pJX!),.3%!"*!$1’%,$12(!! RH;WO! RP;J_! RW_;W_! RP;KJ! RHWJ;‘W! RH;PP
!!b’68,3!1/!/,6.2,%!.-,!X_pJX!),.3%!"*!$1’%,$12(!! RP;_J! RP;WO! RHX;HW! RP;XW! KH;HX! P;JX!
!!b’68,3!1/!6.2,%!.-,!J_!),.3%!.*(!12(,3!"*!$1’%,$12(! P;OP! P;X‘! RHK;_‘! RP;XK! RWXJ;X_! RH;JO
!!b’68,3!1/!/,6.2,%!.-,!J_!),.3%!.*(!12(,3!"*!$1’%,$12( P;JI! P;XW! RI_;IW! RH;WH! HW‘;I_! P;OW!
!!e.2’,!1/!731(’0&"+,!.%%,&%!! X;XX! P;‘W! RW;I_! RP;P_! RWW_;X‘! RH;IW
:166’*"&)!0$.3.0&,3"%&"0%! ! ! ! ! ! !
!!:166;!U,(".*!N3"0,gV1’3!M136.2!:.3,! P;WH! P;PO! RI;PX! RP;P_! RHWW;XI! RP;OJ
!!:166;!U,(".*!N3"0,gV1’3!L*/136.2!:.3,! P;PP! H;HJ! P;PP! RP;XI! P;PH! H;_J!
!!N3,("0&,(!’%,!1/!/136.2!0.3,! RHH;_H! RH;WO! RO;I_! RP;PO! R_J;XW! RP;HO
!!Z,2,0&"+"&)!0133,0&"1*! I;WJ! P;OJ! RXX;I‘! RP;J‘! KX;OO! P;I‘!
:1*%&.*&! R_;IH! RP;IX! X_I;_O! B(CL% RKI;KJ! RP;HP
b’68,3!1/!18%,3+.&"1*%! ! IXW! ! ! I_O! ! ! XIX! %
M!+.2’,! ! H;X‘! ! ! P;KX! ! ! H;HW! %
N318.8"2"&)!u!M! ! P;PJ‘I! ! ! P;___! ! ! P;IW! %





































































































































































































































































































































))L(F ’ ( N<S9<\ZC!G"%Z-,#[(A+**$%=("6(.3&(C&’+/.’("6($,(>K$/+$.-",(;=(FU@CF?!\66.*’,2!Z51’/".%!.*(!
[1**",!U0:2.//,3&)?!]’2)!WPPH!
))Q( >K$/+$.-",("6(.3&(I-’.%-;+.-",$/(@"8&%("6!N<S9<\ZCJ’!)$’3(:%$,’6&%’(-,(L&\-5"?!Y.+"(!N;!:1.()?!]’2)!
WPPH!
))I% 9(L+/.-2/&VL&.3"<(922%"$53(."(A.+<=-,#()3-/<5$%&(-,($,(0%;$,(>,K-%",*&,.N(:3&()$’&("6(955%$E(P3$,$?!
U.3",!#;!<’,2?!U.3-.3,&!C36.3Rc2,6,%’?!.*(!U.3)!C3"61*(?!]’*,!WPPH!
))*! 9%&(G"*&,(BK&%%&2%&’&,.&<(9*",#(.3&(@""%[(9,(9,$/=’-’("6(@"K&%.=(-,(:&,(I&K&/"2-,#()"+,.%-&’?!C-*,%!
<;!h’"%’68"*-?!T.43,*0,!V.((.(?!.*(!:$3"%&"*.!N,{.?!]’*,!WPPH!
))P! I-’.%-;+.-",E(P%"8.3E($,<(@&%6"%*$,5&("6(L-5%"6-,$,5&(F,’.-.+.-",’(-,(96%-5$E(9’-$E($,<(4$.-,(9*&%-5$?!
:i0"2,!T.7,*’!.*(!U.*/3,(!s,22,3?!]’*,!WPPH!
))D! L&$’+%-,#(@"8&%E(\2"=.8,&$!M3.*5,*8,3-!.*(!Y’*0.*!#$16.%?!]’*,!WPPH!
))B! >66&5.-K&(U""<($,<(Q+.%-.-",(@"/-5=(C&’2",’&’(."(!Fdc9FIAN(G3$.(G&(W,"8($,<(G3$.(G&(Q&&<(."(W,"8?!
T.43,*0,!V.((.(!.*(!Z&’.3&!9"22,%7",?!]’*,!WPPH!
)))! 9,(B2&%$.-",$/(:""/(6"%(>K$/+$.-,#(@"K&%.=(B+.%&$53("6(I&K&/"2*&,.(@"/-5-&’($,<(@%"M&5.’?!U.*/3,(!s,22,3?!
U.*1$.3!Z$.36.?!:.32.!V,*3)?!.*(!:i0"2,!T.7,*’?!]’*,!WPPH!
))C! >K$/+$.-,#(:%$,’6&%(@%"#%$*’(G-.3-,($(P&,&%$/(>X+-/-;%-+*(U%$*&8"%Z?!Y.+,!:1.()!.*(!<,8,00.!T,,!
V.33"%?!]’*,!WPPH!
)CR! I"&’()$’3()%"2(9<"2.-",(I&.%$5.(U%"*()3-/<5$%&(@%"K-’-",[(>K-<&,5&(U%"*(C+%$/(Q&2$/?!U"0$.,2!];!
N.12"%%1?!c,22)!V.226.*?!T.43,*0,!V.((.(?!.*(!Z$"8,%$!<,-6"?!C73"2!WPPH!
)CL! !"8(>66-5-&,./=(I"(>*2/"=*&,.(@%"#%$*’(:%$,’6&%(H&,&6-.’(."(.3&(@""%[(>K-<&,5&(6%"*(A"+.3(96%-5$?!
T.43,*0,!V.((.(!.*(!U"0$,22,!C(.&1?!C73"2!WPPH!
)CQ! C$2-<(9’’&’’*&,.’(-,(0%;$,(9%&$’N(4&’’",’(6%"*(H$,#/$<&’3($,<(:$,Y$,-$?!].6,%!T;!9.33,&&!.*(!],.**,!
Y14*,*?!C73"2!WPPH!
)CI! A.%&,#.3&,-,#()$2$5-.=(."(F*2%"K&(Q+.%-.-",?!Z&’.3&!9"22,%7",?!U.30$!WPPH!
)C*! :3&(Q+.%-.-",$/(:%$,’-.-",($,<(I-&.VC&/$.&<()3%",-5(I-’&$’&’(-,(9’-$N(F*2/-5$.-",’(6"%(@%&K&,.-",?![.33)!U;!
N175"*?!Z’,!V13&1*?!.*(!Z1141*!c"6?!U.30$!WPPH!
)CP! 9,(>K$/+$.-",("6(.3&(F*2$5.("6(@CBPC>A9(",(@%&’53""/()3-/<(!&-#3.?!],3,!<;![,$36.*!.*(!]1$*!
V1(("*1&&?!U.30$!WPPH!
)CD! :$%#&.-,#(.3&(@""%(-,(L&\-5"N(9,(>K$/+$.-",("6(.3&(A&/&5.-",("6(!"+’&3"/<’(6"%(@CBPC>A9?!\66.*’,2!
Z51’/".%?![,*@.6"*!Y.+"%?!.*(!Z,3-"1!(,!2.!e,-.?!U.30$!WPPH!!"#$%$+,"-,,+.#%&/&01,!
!
!
)CB! A53""/(A+;’-<-&’(6"%(.3&(@""%N(>K$/+$.-,#($(L&\-5$,(A.%$.&#=(6"%(C&<+5-,#(@"K&%.=?!#;!N.’2!Z0$’2&=?!U.30$!
WPPH!
)C)( @"K&%.=E(F,&X+$/-.=E($,<(A2-//"K&%(-,(L&\-5"J’(><+5$.-",E(!&$/.3E($,<(Q+.%-.-",(@%"#%$*?!Z’($.*%$’!V.*(.?!
U.3"R:.36,*!V’,3&.?!<.’2!N,3,=?!.*(![,.&3"=!Z&3.//1*?!U.30$!WPPH!
)CC% B,(.3&(:$%#&.-,#($,<(C&<-’.%-;+.-K&(>66-5-&,5-&’("6(9/.&%,$.-K&(:%$,’6&%(F,’.%+*&,.’?!Y.+"(!:1.()!.*(!
\66.*’,2!Z51’/".%?!U.30$!WPPH!
RR% )$’3(:%$,’6&%(@%"#%$*’(8-.3(F,5"*&(L+/.-2/-&%’N(@CB)9L@B(-,(L&\-5"?!\2"%.8,&$!Z.(1’2,&?!C2."*!(,!
].*+3)?!.*(![,*@.6"*!Y.+"%?!].*’.3)!WPPH!
RL% @$%.-5-2$.-",($,<(@"K&%.=(C&<+5.-",N(F’’+&’E(:3&"%=E($,<(Q&8(>K-<&,5&(6%"*(A"+.3(96%-5$?!]1$*!V1(("*1&&?!
U"0$,22,!C(.&1?!#"6![,%2,)?!.*(!T.43,*0,!V.((.(?!].*’.3)!WPPH!
RQ% A"5-"&5","*-5(I-66&%&,.-$/’(-,()3-/<(A.+,.-,#(9%&()",’-’.&,./=(4$%#&%(-,(0%;$,(:3$,(-,(C+%$/(9%&$’?!
N’3*"6.!U,*1*?!U.3",!#;!<’,2?!.*(!Z.’2!Z;!U133"%?!Y,0,68,3!WPPP!
RI% 9..%-.-",(-,(4",#-.+<-,$/(!"+’&3"/<(A+%K&=(I$.$N(A"*&(:&’.’(6"%(:3%&&(I&K&/"2-,#V)"+,.%=(A$*2/&’?!V.312(!
C2(,36.*?!],3,!<;![,$36.*?!V.*%RN,&,3!c1$2,3?!]1$*!C;!U.2’00"1?!Z’%.*!:1&&%!A.&5"*%?!S0&18,3!WPPP!
R*% 9..%-.-",(-,(.3&(W8$Y+/+(Q$.$/(F,5"*&(I=,$*-5’(A.+<=(RSSeVRSSf?!]1$*!U.2’00"1?!S0&18,3!WPPP!
RP% :$%#&.-,#(0%;$,(L$/,+.%-.-",N(9(L+/.-5-.=(9,$/=’-’("6(.3&(A2$.-$/(I-’.%-;+.-",("6()3-/<3""<(Q+.%-.-",$/(
A.$.+’?!Z.’2!Z’&51+,3!U133"%?!Z,7&,68,3!WPPP!
RD% L".3&%VU$.3&%(C&’"+%5&()",.%"/E(L$%%-$#&(@$=*&,.’E($,<(P-%/VH"=(!&$/.3(-,(C+%$/(H$,#/$<&’3?!c,22)!c;!
V.226.*?!Z,7&,68,3!WPPP!
RB% 9’’&’’-,#(.3&(@".&,.-$/(6"%(U""<VH$’&<(A.%$.&#-&’(."(C&<+5&(d-.$*-,(9($,<(F%",(I&6-5-&,5-&’N(9(C&K-&8("6(
C&5&,.(>K-<&,5&?!U.3",!#;!<’,2!.*(!:.312!\;!T,+"*?!]’2)!WPPP!
R)% )"*2$%-,#(d-//$#&()3$%$5.&%-’.-5’(I&%-K&<(U%"*(C$2-<(922%$-’$/’($,<(!"+’&3"/<(A+%K&=’N(9(:$/&(U%"*(
Q"%.3&%,(L$/-?!T’0!:$3"%&".,*%,*?!]1$*!V1(("*1&&?!.*(!9"22,%![,3-,31*?!]’2)!WPPP!
RC% >*2-%-5$/(L&$’+%&*&,.’("6(!"+’&3"/<’J(955&’’(."()%&<-.($,<()%&<-.()",’.%$-,.’(-,(I&K&/"2-,#()"+,.%-&’N(
L&.3"<"/"#-5$/(F’’+&’($,<(>K-<&,5&?!C2"1’!Y".-*,?!U.*/3,(!s,22,3?!.*(!U.*1$.3!Z$.36.?!]’2)!WPPP!
LR% :3&(C"/&("6(.3&(A.$.&(-,(@%"*".-,#(L-5%"6-,$,5&(F,’.-.+.-",’?!:i0"2,!T.7,*’?!]’*,!WPPP!
LL( :3&(I&.&%*-,$,.’("6(>*2/"=*&,.(A.$.+’(-,(>#=2.?!<.-’"!C%%..(?!M.&6.!\2RV.6"("?!.*(!C5$&,3!^;!C$6,(?!
]’*,!WPPP!
LQ! )3$,#&’(-,(F,.%$3"+’&3"/<(4$;"%(9//"5$.-",(."(>,K-%",*&,.$/(P""<’()"//&5.-",N(9()$’&(A.+<=(6%"*(C+%$/(
Q&2$/?!N3"%0"22.!C;!:115,?!U.)!WPPP!
LI! G"*&,J’(9’’&.’($,<(F,.%$3"+’&3"/<(9//"5$.-",(-,(C+%$/(H$,#/$<&’3N(:&’.-,#(L&$’+%&’("6(H$%#$-,-,#(
@"8&%?!C-*,%!<;!h’"%’68"*-!.*(![i*i("0&,!(,!2.![3"j3,?!C73"2!WPPP!
L*! F,.%$3"+’&3"/<(F*2$5.("6(:%$,’6&%("6(L"<&%,(9#%-5+/.+%$/(:&53,"/"#=N(9(P&,<&%(@&%’2&5.-K&?!<’0$"3.!
#.8.%%’6!b.+,(?!C73"2!WPPP!
LP! F,.%$3"+’&3"/<(9//"5$.-",($,<(P&,<&%(C&/$.-",’N(Q&8(>*2-%-5$/(>K-<&,5&(6%"*(U"+%(I&K&/"2-,#()"+,.%-&’?!
C-*,%!<;!h’"%’68"*-!.*(!]1$*!C;!U.2’00"1?!C73"2!WPPP!
LD( _+$/-.=("%(_+$,.-.=[(:3&(A+22/=VA-<&(I&.&%*-,$,.’("6(@%-*$%=(A53""/-,#(-,(C+%$/(L"Y$*;-X+&?!Z’($.*%$’!
V.*(.!.*(!c,**,&$!<;!Z"62,3?!U.30$!WPPP!
LB( @$.38$=’("6(C+%$/(I&K&/"2*&,.(-,(L$<$#$’5$%N(9,(>*2-%-5$/(F,K&’.-#$.-",("6(.3&()%-.-5$/(:%-$,#/&("6(
>,K-%",*&,.$/(A+’.$-,$;-/-.=E(>5","*-5(P%"8.3E($,<(@"K&%.=(9//&K-$.-",?!U.*/3,(!s,22,3?!:i0"2,!T.7,*’?!
[.3&!U"*&,*?!\2".*,!<.2"%1*?!Yi%"3i!<.*(3".*."+1?!.*(!:2.’(,!<.*(3".*.3"%1.?!U.30$!WPPP!
L)( :3&()",’.%$-,.’(."(P""<()3-/<()$%&(@%$5.-5&’(-,(955%$N(F*2/-5$.-",’(6"%(@%"#%$*’?!U.3-.3,&!C36.3R
c2,6,%’?!U.3",!#;!<’,2?!Y.*",2!9;!U.B4,22?!:.312!\;!T,+"*?!.*(!Z.’2!Z;!U133"%?!M,83’.3)!WPPP!
LC! Q",.%$<-.-",$/()%"2’($,<(4$,<(955+*+/$.-",(9*",#(P+$.&*$/$,(A*$//3"/<&%’N(F’(.3&(F*2$5.(A+’.$-,$;/&[!
:.21-,31!:.32,&&1?!M,83’.3)!WPPP!
QR( 9<+/.(!&$/.3(-,(.3&(:-*&("6(I%"+#3.?!]1$*!V1(("*1&&!.*(!["22!c"*%,)?!].*’.3)!WPPP!!"#$%$+,"-,,+.#%&/&01,!
!
!
QL! I&.&%*-,$,.’("6(@"K&%.=(-,(L"Y$*;-X+&N(RSSbVSa?!9.’3.+!Y.&&?!c,**,&$!Z"62,3?!Z.*@’5&.!U’5$,3@,,?!.*(!
9.83",2!Y.+.?!].*’.3)!WPPP!
QQ! :3&(@"/-.-5$/(>5","*=("6(U""<(A+;’-<=(C&6"%*(-,(>#=2.?!#.66"!9’&*,3?!b1+,68,3!HKKK;!
QI! C$-’-,#(@%-*$%=(A53""/(>,%"/*&,.(-,(I&K&/"2-,#()"+,.%-&’N(:3&(C&/$.-K&(F*2"%.$,5&("6(A+22/=($,<(
I&*$,<?!Z’($.*%$’!V.*(.?!b1+,68,3!HKKK!
Q*! I&.&%*-,$,.’("6(@"K&%.=(-,(>#=2.E(RSSa?!9.’3.+!I$..!.*(!Y,.*!]122"//,?!S0&18,3!HKKK!
QP! )$,()$’3(:%$,’6&%(@%"#%$*’(G"%Z(-,(C&’"+%5&V@""%()"+,.%-&’[(:3&(>\2&%-&,5&(-,(L"Y$*;-X+&?!].*!A;!
T14?!].6,%!T;!9.33,&&?!.*(!e"&d3".!9"*@.?!S0&18,3!HKKK!
QD! A"5-$/(C"/&’E(!+*$,()$2-.$/E($,<(.3&(F,.%$3"+’&3"/<(I-K-’-",("6(4$;"%N(>K-<&,5&(6%"*(@$Z-’.$,?!U.30,2!
M./0$.67%!.*(!C-*,%!<;!h’"%’68"*-?!S0&18,3!HKKK!
QB! d$/-<-.=("6(C$2-<(>’.-*$.&’("6(!"+’&3"/<(G&$/.3($,<(F,5"*&(6"%(!&$/.3(A+%K&=’(-,(C+%$/(96%-5$?!Z.’2!Z;!
U133"%?!:.21-,31!:.32,&&1?!]1$*!V1(("*1&&?!.*(!T’0!];!U;!:$3"%&".,*%,*?!S0&18,3!HKKK!
Q)! A"5-$/()$2-.$/($,<(F,5"*&(P&,&%$.-",(-,(A"+.3(96%-5$E(RSSeVSf?!]1$*!U.2’00"1?!T.43,*0,!V.((.(?!.*(!
]’2".*!U.)?!Z,7&,68,3!HKKK!
QC! )3-/<(!&$/.3()$%&(I&*$,<(-,($(I&K&/"2-,#()"+,.%=N(0,5",<-.-",$/(>’.-*$.&’(6%"*(.3&(@3-/-22-,&’?!c,22)!
V.226.*?!C’-’%&!HKKK!
IR% A+22/=(C&’2",’&("6(G&’.(96%-5$,(9#%-5+/.+%$/(!"+’&3"/<’N(F*2/-5$.-",’("6(F,.%$3"+’&3"/<(@%&6&%&,5&(
!&.&%"#&,&-.=?!T"%.!:;!Z6"&$!.*(!],.*RN.’2!:$.+.%?!]’2)!HKKK!
IL! >$%/=()3-/<3""<(Q+.%-.-",($,<(95$<&*-5(953-&K&*&,.N(9(4",#-.+<-,$/(9,$/=’-’?!N.’2!92,44,?!V.*.*!
].018)?!.*(!\2"=.8,&$!c"*-?!U.)!HKKK!
IQ! I&.&%*-,$,.’("6(!"+’&3"/<(955&’’(."($,<(@$%.-5-2$.-",(-,(U"%*$/($,<(F,6"%*$/()%&<-.(L$%Z&.’(-,(L$/$8-?!
C2"1’!Y".-*,?!C73"2!HKKK!
II! G"%Z-,#(G"*&,(-,($,(0%;$,(A&..-,#N(:%$<&%’E(d&,<"%’E($,<(U""<(A&5+%-.=(-,(955%$?!:.312!\;!T,+"*?!Y.*",2!
9;!U.B4,22?!U.3-.3,&!C36.3Rc2,6,%’?!U.3",!#;!<’,2?!Z.’2!Z;!U133"%?!.*(!:2,6,*&!C$".(,5,?!C73"2!HKKK!
I*! 9%&(I&.&%*-,$,.’("6(C+%$/($,<(0%;$,(U""<(A&5+%-.=($,<(Q+.%-.-",$/(A.$.+’(I-66&%&,.[(A"*&(F,’-#3.’(6%"*(
L"Y$*;-X+&?!].6,%!T;!9.33,&&!.*(!U.3",!#;!<’,2?!C73"2!HKKK!
IP! A"*&(0%;$,(U$5.’("6(4-6&N(F*2/-5$.-",’(6"%(C&’&$%53($,<(@"/-5=?!U.3",!#;!<’,2?!T.43,*0,!V.((.(?!.*(!
].6,%!T;!9.33,&&?!C73"2!HKKK!
ID! 9%&(0%;$,(@"K&%.=($,<(0,<&%,+.%-.-",(P%"8-,#[(A"*&(Q&8/=(9’’&*;/&<(>K-<&,5&?!T.43,*0,!V.((.(?!
U.3",!#;!<’,2?!.*(!].6,%!T;!9.33,&&?!C73"2!HKKK!
IB! P""<()$%&(@%$5.-5&’()$,(L-.-#$.&(.3&(Q&#$.-K&(>66&5.’("6(@"K&%.=($,<(4"8(L$.&%,$/(A53""/-,#(",(
)3-/<%&,g’(Q+.%-.-",$/(A.$.+’N(>K-<&,5&(6%"*(955%$?!U.3",!#;!<’,2?!:.312!\;!T,+"*?!U.3-.3,&!C36.3R
c2,6,%’?!Y.*",2!U.B4,22?!.*(!Z.’2!Z;!U133"%?!C73"2!HKKK!
I)! I"&’(P&"#%$23-5(:$%#&.-,#("6(Q+.%-.-",(F,.&%K&,.-",’(L$Z&(A&,’&(-,()-.-&’[(>K-<&,5&(6%"*(9;-<M$,($,<(
955%$?!Z.’2!Z;!U133"%?!:.312!T,+"*?!U.3-.3,&!C36.3Rc2,6,%’?!Y.*",2!U.B4,22?!.*(!U.3",!#;!<’,2?!C73"2!
HKKK!
IC! >\2/$-,-,#()3-/<(L$/,+.%-.-",(-,(I&K&/"2-,#()"+,.%-&’N(9()%"’’V)"+,.%=(9,$/=’-’?!T"%.!:;!Z6"&$!.*(!
T.43,*0,!V.((.(?!C73"2!HKKK!
*R! @/$5&*&,.($,<(B+.%&$53("6(P%"+2VH$’&<()%&<-.(B%#$,-Y$.-",’N(:3&()$’&’("6(9A9E(HC9)E($,<(@CBA!FW9(
-,(H$,#/$<&’3?!U.*1$.3!Z$.36.!.*(!U.*/3,(!s,22,3?!U.30$!HKKK!
*L! G"*&,g’(4$,<(C-#3.’(-,(.3&(:%$,’-.-",(."(F,<-K-<+$/-Y&<(B8,&%’3-2N(F*2/-5$.-",’(6"%(.3&(L$,$#&*&,.("6(
:%&&(C&’"+%5&’(-,(G&’.&%,(P3$,$?!C-*,%!h’"%’68"*-?!\22,*!N.)1*-.)1*-?!];![;!C"(11?!.*(!c,"@"31!S&%’5.?!
M,83’.3)!HKKK!
*Q! :3&(A.%+5.+%&("6(G$#&’(I+%-,#(.3&(>5","*-5(:%$,’-.-",(-,(C"*$,-$?!\66.*’,2!Z51’/".%?!M,83’.3)!HKKK!
*I! !"8(I"&’(.3&(!+*$,(C-#3.’(@&%’2&5.-K&(!&/2(."(A3$2&(.3&(U""<($,<(Q+.%-.-",(@"/-5=(C&’&$%53(9#&,<$[?!
T.43,*0,!V.((.(!.*(!C3*,!S%$.’-?!M,83’.3)!HKKK!!"#$%$+,"-,,+.#%&/&01,!
!
!
**! >66-5-&,5=(-,(F,.%$3"+’&3"/<(C&’"+%5&(9//"5$.-",?!U.30,2!M./0$.67%?!Y,0,68,3!HKK‘!
*P! >,<"#&,&-.=("6(A53""/-,#(-,(.3&(G$#&(U+,5.-",N(>K-<&,5&(6%"*(.3&(C+%$/(@3-/-22-,&’?!]1$*!U.2’00"1?!
b1+,68,3!HKK‘!
*D! 9#%-5+/.+%$/(G$#&’($,<(U""<(@%-5&’(-,(>#=2.N(9(P"K&%,"%$.&V4&K&/(9,$/=’-’(6"%(RSabVRSSe?!9.’3.+!Y.&&!
.*(!],**"/,3!S26%&,(?!b1+,68,3!HKK‘!
*B! :&’.-,#(Q$’3(H$%#$-,-,#(!"+’&3"/<(L"<&/’(G-.3(:-*&VA&%-&’(I$.$?!]1$*!V1(("*1&&!.*(!:$3"%&17$,3!C(.6?!
b1+,68,3!HKK‘!
*)! 0%;$,()3$//&,#&’(."(U""<($,<(Q+.%-.-",(A&5+%-.=N(9(C&K-&8("6(U""<(A&5+%-.=E(!&$/.3E($,<()$%&#-K-,#(-,(.3&(
)-.-&’?!U.3",!#;!<’,2?!].6,%!T;!9.33,&&?!Z.’2!Z;!U133"%?!Y.*",2!U.B4,22?!C3*,!S%$.’-?!N.&3"0,!\*-2,?!
N’3*"6.!U,*1*?!C2"%1*!Z2.05?!.*(!T.43,*0,!V.((.(?!S0&18,3!HKK‘!
*C! )"*2+.$.-",$/(:""/’(6"%(@"K&%.=(L&$’+%&*&,.($,<(9,$/=’-’?!9.’3.+!Y.&&?!S0&18,3!HKK‘!
PR! 9(@%"6-/&("6(@"K&%.=(-,(>#=2.N(RSSa?!9.’3.+!Y.&&?!Y,.*!]122"//,?!.*(!U.*1$.3!Z$.36.?!C’-’%&!HKK‘;!
PL! !+*$,()$2-.$/E(@%"<+5.-K-.=E($,<(4$;"%(9//"5$.-",(-,(C+%$/(@$Z-’.$,?!U.30,2!M./0$.67%!.*(!C-*,%!<;!
h’"%’68"*-?!]’2)!HKK‘!
PQ! @"K&%.=(-,(F,<-$($,<(F,<-$,(A.$.&’N(9,(02<$.&?!9.’3.+!Y.&&?!]’2)!HKK‘!
PI! F*2$5.("6(955&’’(."()%&<-.(",(F,5"*&($,<(U""<(A&5+%-.=(-,(L$/$8-?!C2"1’!Y".-*,?!]’2)!HKK‘!
P*! I"&’(0%;$,(9#%-5+/.+%&(!&/2(@%&K&,.(L$/,+.%-.-",[(>K-<&,5&(6%"*(W$*2$/$?!Y.*",2!U.B4,22?!:.312!T,+"*?!
.*(!]1.**,!:%,&,?!]’*,!HKK‘!
PP! )$,(U9Bg’(L&$’+%&("6()3%",-5(0,<&%,"+%-’3*&,.(H&(A.%&,#.3&,&<[?!T"%.!:;!Z6"&$?!4"&$!.!C&’2",’&!8)!
T1-.*!b."5,*?!U.)!HKK‘!
PD! !"8(C&/-$;/&(9%&(P%"+2(F,6"%*$,.(C$.-,#’[(9(:&’.("6(U""<(A&5+%-.=(C$.-,#(-,(!",<+%$’?!9"22,%![,3-,31*?!
Z.’2!Z’&51+,3!U133"%?!.*(!]’.*!U.*’,2!U,("*.![.*,-.%?!C73"2!HKK‘!
PB! U$%*(@%"<+5.-K-.=($,<(C+%$/(@"K&%.=(-,(F,<-$?!9.’3.+!Y.&&!.*(!U.3&"*!<.+.22"1*?!U.30$!HKK‘!
P)! :3&(@"/-.-5$/(>5","*=("6(0%;$,(U""<(A&5+%-.=(-,(A+;VA$3$%$,(96%-5$?!Y.*!U.B4,22?!M,83’.3)!HKK‘!
PC! )$,(_+$/-.$.-K&($,<(_+$,.-.$.-K&(L&.3"<’(A&%K&()"*2/&*&,.$%=(@+%2"’&’(6"%(@"/-5=(C&’&$%53[(>K-<&,5&(
6%"*(955%$?!Y.*!U.B4,22?!].*’.3)!HKK‘!
DR! G3"’&(><+5$.-",(L$..&%’(-,(.3&(I&.&%*-,$.-",("6(!"+’&3"/<(F,5"*&N(>K-<&,5&(6%"*($(I&K&/"2-,#()"+,.%=?!
Y,.*!]122"//,?!b1+,68,3!HKKO!
DL! A=’.&*$.-5()/-&,.()",’+/.$.-",(-,(I&K&/"2*&,.N(:3&()$’&("6(U""<(@"/-5=(C&’&$%53(-,(P3$,$E(F,<-$E(W&,=$E(
$,<(L$/-?!Z’3,%$!:$.*(3.![.8’?!T)**!<;![314*?!.*(![1**",!U0:2.//,3&)?!b1+,68,3!HKKO!
DQ! G3=(I"(L-#%$,.’(C&*-.[(9,(9,$/=’-’(6"%(.3&(I"*-,-5$,(A-&%%$?![i*i("0&,!(,!2.![3"j3,?!C2."*!(,!].*+3)?!
Z)2+",!T.68,3&?!.*(!\2"%.8,&$!Z.(1’2,&?!S0&18,3!HKKO!
DI! :3&(P9@d0()$’3(:%$,’6&%(@%"#%$*(-,(L"Y$*;-X+&N(9,($’’&’’*&,.?!9.’3.+!Y.&&?!\22,*!N.)1*-.)1*-?!
].6,%!T;!9.33,&&?!.*(!U.3",!<’,2?!S0&18,3!HKKO!
D*! L$%Z&.(955&’’(;=(A*$//3"/<&%(U$%*&%’(-,(L$/$8-N(F*2/-5$.-",’(6"%(:&53,"/"#=(9<"2.-",E(9#%-5+/.+%$/(
@%"<+5.-K-.=E($,<()%"2(F,5"*&?!U.*/3,(!s,22,3?!C2"1’!Y".-*,?!.*(!:$.32,%!U.&.).?!Z,7&,68,3!HKKO!
DP! :3&(F*2$5.("6()3$,#&’(-,()"**",(@%"2&%.=(C&’"+%5&(L$,$#&*&,.(",(F,.%$3"+’&3"/<(9//"5$.-",?!N$"2"7!
U.--%!.*(!]1$*!V1(("*1&&?!Z,7&,68,3!HKKO!
DD! !+*$,(L-/Zh9,(F,K-’-;/&(U""<(C&’"+%5&?!C**,!V.&2~)!.*(!C3*,!S%$.’-?!C’-’%&!HKKO!
DB! :3&(I&.&%*-,$,.’("6(I&*$,<(6"%(L-5%",+.%-&,.’N(9,(9,$/=’-’("6(C+%$/(!"+’&3"/<’(-,(H$,#/$<&’3?!V14.3&$!
\;![1’"%!.*(!U.3)!].*,!9;!b1+,*.3"1R<,,%,?!C’-’%&!HKKO!
D)! F’(:3&%&($,(F,.%$3"+’&3"/<(gU/=2$2&%(>66&5.g[(>K-<&,5&(6%"*($(A53""/(U&&<-,#(@%"#%$*?!V.*.*!].018)?!
C’-’%&!HKKO!
DC! @/$,.(H%&&<-,#N(9(4",#V:&%*(A.%$.&#=(6"%(.3&()",.%"/("6(‘-,5(I&6-5-&,5=(-,(d+/,&%$;/&(@"2+/$.-",’?!U.3",!
#;!<’,2!.*(!V14.3&$!\;![1’"%?!]’2)!HKKO!!"#$%$+,"-,,+.#%&/&01,!
!
!
BR! P&,<&%E(@%"2&%.=(C-#3.’E($,<(Q$.+%$/(C&’"+%5&’?!<’&$!U,"*=,*RY"05?!T)**!<;![314*?!V"2.3)!Z"6%!
M,2(%&,"*?!.*(!C-*,%!<;!h’"%’68"*-?!U.)!HKKO!
BL! I&K&/"2-,#($(C&’&$%53($,<(95.-",(9#&,<$(6"%(>\$*-,-,#(0%;$,-Y$.-",($,<()$%&#-K-,#N(>\$*2/&’(6%"*(
A"+.3&%,($,<(>$’.&%,(96%-5$?!N.&3"0,!T;!\*-2,?!N’3*"6.!U,*1*?!].6,%!T;!9.33,&&?!.*(!C2"%1*!Z2.05?!C73"2!
HKKO!
BQ! iH$%#$-,-,#i($,<(P&,<&%(C&/$.-",’N(G-.3-,($,<(H&=",<(.3&(!"+’&3"/<?!["*.!C-.34.2?!U.30$!HKKO!
BI! G3=(!$K&(A"*&(F,<-$,(A.$.&’(@&%6"%*&<(H&..&%(:3$,(B.3&%’($.(C&<+5-,#(C+%$/(@"K&%.=[?!9.’3.+!Y.&&!.*(!
U.3&"*!<.+.22"1*?!U.30$!HKKO!
B*! G$.&%E(!&$/.3E($,<(F,5"*&N(9(C&K-&8?!]1$*!V1(("*1&&?!M,83’.3)!HKKO!
BP! )3-/<()$%&(@%$5.-5&’(9’’"5-$.&<(8-.3(@"’-.-K&($,<(Q&#$.-K&(Q+.%-.-",$/(B+.5"*&’(6"%()3-/<%&,(-,(
H$,#/$<&’3N(9(I&’5%-2.-K&(9,$/=’-’?!Z$’8$!c;!c’6.3!<.*-,?!<’0$"3.!b.+,(?!.*(!Z.31@![$.&&.3."?!M,83’.3)!
HKKO!
BD! H&..&%(C-53E("%(H&..&%(:3&%&[(P%$,<2$%&,.(G&$/.3E()"%&’-<&,5&E($,<(F,.%$3"+’&3"/<(9//"5$.-",?!C-*,%!<;!
h’"%’68"*-?!].*’.3)!HKKO!
BB! 9/.&%,$.-K&(922%"$53&’(."(4"5$.-,#(.3&(U""<(F,’&5+%&N(_+$/-.$.-K&($,<(_+$,.-.$.-K&(>K-<&,5&(6%"*(A"+.3(
F,<-$?!c"68,32)!:$’*-?!T.43,*0,!V.((.(?!].).%$3,,!<.6.53"%$*.?!.*(!M3.*5!<",2)?!].*’.3)!HKKO!
B)! 4-K&’."5Z(F,5"*&E(L$/&cU&*$/&(9,-*$/’E($,<(F,&X+$/-.=(-,(C+%$/(@$Z-’.$,?!<"0$.3(!V;!C(.6%?!]3;?!
b1+,68,3!HKKJ!
BC! L$5%"&5","*-5()%-’&’($,<(@"K&%.=(L",-."%-,#N(9()$’&(A.+<=(6"%(F,<-$?!9.’3.+!Y.&&!.*(!U.3&"*!<.+.22"1*?!
b1+,68,3!HKKJ!
)R! U""<(A&5+%-.=($,<(Q+.%-.-",(F*2/-5$.-",’("6(F,.%$3"+’&3"/<(H-$’N(9(C&K-&8("6(4-.&%$.+%&?!T.43,*0,!V.((.(?!
:$3"%&"*,!N,{.?!:$"=’3’!b"%$"(.?!C-*,%!h’"%’68"*-?!.*(!C2"%1*!Z2.05?!Z,7&,68,3!HKKJ!
)L! )$%&($,<(Q+.%-.-",N()",5&2.’($,<(L&$’+%&*&,.?!N.&3"0,!T;!\*-2,?!N’3*"6.!U,*1*?!.*(!T.43,*0,!V.((.(?!
C’-’%&!HKKJ!
)Q! C&*-..$,5&’E(F,5"*&(I-’.%-;+.-",E($,<(C+%$/(9’’&.(955+*+/$.-",?!<"0$.3(!V;!C(.6%?!]3;?!C’-’%&!HKKJ!
)I! !"8()$,(A$6&.=(Q&.’(I"(L"%&(8-.3(4&’’[(P&,&%$/(F’’+&’(8-.3(A"*&(>K-<&,5&(6%"*(A"+.3&%,(96%-5$?!
T.43,*0,!V.((.(!.*(!U.*/3,(!s,22,3?!]’2)!HKKJ!
)*! C&2$=*&,.(@&%6"%*$,5&(-,(P%"+2VH$’&<(5%&<-.(@%"#%$*’(-,(H$,#/$<&’3N(9,(>*2-%-5$/(9,$/=’-’?!U.*1$.3!
Z$.36.!.*(!U.*/3,(!s,22,3?!]’2)!HKKJ!
)P! I&*$,<(6"%(!-#3Vd$/+&(A&5",<$%=()%"2’(-,(I&K&/"2-,#()"+,.%-&’N(:3&()$’&("6(@".$."&’(-,(H$,#/$<&’3($,<(
@$Z-’.$,?!V14.3&$!\;![1’"%!.*(!93,-13)!Z01&&?!U.)!HKKJ!
)D! I&.&%*-,$,.’("6(C&2$=*&,.(@&%6"%*$,5&(-,()%&<-.(P%"+2’N(:3&(C"/&("6(@%"#%$*(I&’-#,E(F,.%$VP%"+2(C-’Z(
@""/-,#E($,<(A"5-$/()"3&’-",(-,(L$<$#$’5$%?!U.*/3,(!s,22,3?!U.)!HKKJ!
)B! )3-/<(I&K&/"2*&,.N(d+/,&%$;-/-.=($,<(C&’-/-&,5&?!N.&3"0,!T;!\*-2,?!Z.3.$!:.%&2,?!.*(!N’3*"6.!U,*1*?!C73"2!
HKKJ!
))! C+%$/(U-,$,5-$/(@"/-5-&’(6"%(U""<(A&5+%-.=("6(.3&(@""%N(L&.3"<"/"#-&’(6"%($(L+/.-5"+,.%=(C&’&$%53(@%"M&5.?!
U.*/3,(!s,22,3?!C5$&,3!C$6,(?!Z’3,%$![.8’?!Z’6"&,3![310.?!C2"1’!Y".-*,?!.*(!U.*1$.3!Z$.36.?!C73"2!
HKKJ!
)C! G"*&,g’(>5","*-5(9<K$,5&*&,.(:3%"+#3(9#%-5+/.+%$/()3$,#&N(9(C&K-&8("6(I","%(>\2&%-&,5&?!:$3"%&"*,!
N,{.?!N.&3"05!A,88?!.*(!T.43,*0,!V.((.(?!M,83’.3)!HKKJ!
CR! P&,<&%($,<(@"K&%.=N(Q&8(>K-<&,5&(6%"*(R^(I&K&/"2-,#()"+,.%-&’?!C-*,%!<;!h’"%’68"*-?!T.43,*0,!
V.((.(?!.*(!:$3"%&"*,!N,{.?!Y,0,68,3!HKK_!
CL! L&$’+%-,#(U""<(F,’&5+%-.=N(:3&(U%&X+&,5=($,<(A&K&%-.=("6(i)"2-,#(A.%$.&#-&’Ei!Y.*",2!9;!U.B4,22?!
Y,0,68,3!HKK_!
CQ! 9(U""<(I&*$,<(A=’.&*(H$’&<(",(I&*$,<(6"%()3$%$5.&%-’.-5’N(F6(:3&%&(F’(i)+%K$.+%&i(-,(.3&(A/+.’Z=(L$.%-\E(
G3$.(I"(.3&()+%K&’(4""Z(4-Z&($,<(G3=[?!V14.3&$!\;![1’"%?!Y,0,68,3!HKK_!!"#$%$+,"-,,+.#%&/&01,!
!
!
CI! P&,<&%(I-66&%&,.-$/’(-,(U$%*(@%"<+5.-K-.=N(F*2/-5$.-",’(6"%(!"+’&3"/<(>66-5-&,5=($,<(9#%-5+/.+%$/(@"/-5=?!
V.312(!C2(,36.*?!]1$*!V1(("*1&&?!T.43,*0,!V.((.(?!.*(!:$3"%&17$,3!^(3)?!C’-’%&!HKK_!
C*! P&,<&%(I-66&%&,5&’(-,(9#%-5+/.+%$/(@%"<+5.-K-.=N(9(A+%K&=("6(>*2-%-5$/(>K-<&,5&?!C-*,%!<;!h’"%’68"*-?!
]’2)!HKK_!
CP! L$%Z&.(I&K&/"2*&,.($,<(U""<(I&*$,<(-,(C+%$/()3-,$?!]"5’*!V’.*-!.*(!Z01&&!<1=,22,?!]’*,!HKK_!
CD! :3&(>\.&,<&<(U$*-/=($,<(F,.%$3"+’&3"/<(9//"5$.-",N(F,3&%-.$,5&($,<(F,K&’.*&,.’(-,()3-/<%&,(-,(.3&(C+%$/(
@3-/-22-,&’?!C-*,%!<;!h’"%’68"*-?!U.30$!HKK_!
CB! I&.&%*-,$,.’("6()%&<-.(C$.-",-,#N(9(A.+<=("6(F,6"%*$/(4&,<&%’($,<(U"%*$/()%&<-.(P%"+2’(-,(L$<$#$’5$%?!
U.*/3,(!s,22,3?!S0&18,3!HKKX!
C)! 9#%-5+/.+%$/(:&53,"/"#=($,<(U""<(@"/-5=(."()"*;$.(F%",(I&6-5-&,5=(-,(I&K&/"2-,#()"+,.%-&’?!V14.3&$!\;!
[1’"%?!C’-’%&!HKKX!!
!
!